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About This Game

FINAL FANTASY XII THE ZODIAC AGE - This revered classic returns, now fully remastered for the first time for PC,
featuring all new and enhanced gameplay.

RETURN TO THE WORLD OF IVALICE
Enter an era of war within the world of Ivalice. The small kingdom of Dalmasca, conquered by the Archadian Empire, is left in
ruin and uncertainty. Princess Ashe, the one and only heir to the throne, devotes herself to the resistance to liberate her country.

Vaan, a young man who lost his family in the war, dreams of flying freely in the skies. In a fight for freedom and fallen royalty,
join these unlikely allies and their companions as they embark on a heroic adventure to free their homeland.

Players both returning and new to the game will be immersed in a grand adventure that spans the world of Ivalice in an entirely
fresh and improved experience.

KEY FEATURES:

New Zodiac Job system with improved battle mechanics.

Newly implemented trophies.

True 7.1 Surround sound including HD voicing and fully remastered music.
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Choose between original in-game BGM, new re-orchestrated BGM and original soundtrack.

Endless adventure including hunts, battles and mini-games.

60 FPS - Ivalice will look even more spectacular running at 60FPS

Compatible with 21:9 ultra wide monitors

New Game Plus and New Game Minus

Maximized License Points and Gil

Full controller support, Steam Trading Cards and more!
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Title: FINAL FANTASY XII THE ZODIAC AGE
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Square Enix
Publisher:
Square Enix
Franchise:
FINAL FANTASY
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7-64bit or later

Processor: Pentium G3260 @ 3.0GHz (2 cores)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 660 or AMD equivalent w/ 2GB VRAM

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 50 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card

Additional Notes: Expected Framerate: 30 FPS

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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It's not a bad game but its the worst final fantasy game its pretty boring and it is insanely overpriced. Best FF on gameplay,
Worst FF on main story

The main story is boring forgettable political stuff that barely have any epic moment, with the least interesting main villain in
the entire franchise, just rush through main story it'll take 40 hours at most.

The gameplay however is the most interesting part, the battle system is pretty similar with mmorpg's battle system but with
additional system called Gambit. The Gambit system is a really great system that gives player ability to create their own auto-
combat system, so you can just control the movement and the party will fight on their own, and no it isn't boring, you still need
to manually gives command on harder boss battles. License Board system is pretty okay, not that interesting but also not a bad
system. The maps are interesting and unique to one and another.

After reaching the endgame where every location and side quest unlocked is where the real fun begins, including :
- A bunch of hunts and optional bosses that far stronger and more interesting than the final boss.
- Hidden dungeons and puzzles.
- A lot of side quests that way more interesting than the main story.. Unpopular opinion: This is my favorite Final Fantasy game,
mainly because it reminds me a bit of Dragon Age Origins. I like the fact that I can customize my party by giving each member
up to 2 different Classes. Also, the Gambit systems adds another layer of customization, allowing you to give very specific
orders to your party.

It might not be a "Traditional JRPG" because it isn't turned based combat, but what it brings is a lot of depth and customization,
which is what usually lacks in JRPG games, hence why it is my favorite.

Here is a good Class selection for each Character if you are not sure what to choose for everyone:

Vaan: Shikari \/ Foebreaker

Balthier: Uhlan \/ Time Battlemage

Fran: Archer \/ Red Battlemage

Basch: Knight \/ Bushi

Penelo : White Mage \/ Machinist

Ashe: Black Mage \/ Monk. Inferior version; The only versions currently able to switch jobs WITHOUT cheat engine are switch
and Xbox. will change review if patched.. Amazing Story! The mechanics are nice. Difficulty is medium to hard. Story can be
finished with relative ease, but there is more for those who want to go all the way. you can play this game while eating. The best
FF on steam, XIII and XV are boring, VIII is inferior to the PS1 version and VI is a bastardization of the original game as they
re released the awful Android port.

XII has an interesting enough story with memorable characters, a deeper combat system and the locations are always gorgeous in
the way only a PS2 game could make them.
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Awesome game, feels alot like Dragon Age: Origins which is a good game too.

Fun to mess with jobs and classes for characters.

Lags in few places, but not noticable with the awesome x2 speed multiplier.. Owned since original release (PS2), release on PS4
and on Steam.

Now find them selling on Xbox and Switch, with ability to change jobs and classes and multiple combat command lists.
What a failer Square Enix!!!, you should be patching all other versions that have been released based on this concept.

Otherwise this is when FF initially became real-time and not turn based that every game before it was.
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